INTRODUCTION
In previous work [ l ] , we described a two-channel, two-way (V/ U-S) algorithm for automatically classifying speech. This algorithm used the speech and electroglottogram (EGG) signals. One of our objectives has been to demonstrate that two-channel-based algorithms can lead to computational and performance improvements over algorithms based on acoustic-signal-only analysis methods. We recognize that in many situations, the EGG signal is either unavailable or cannot be used. However, both the speech and EGG signals can be used in the laboratory to help benchmark the performance of numerous speech systems. We advocate this approach.
Previous research has focused on three-way speech classification, i.e., either V/U/S or V/U/M [2]- [13] . The speech classification problem is important because its solution affects other speech analysis, synthesis, and recognition problems. For example, speech classification can help reduce the number of lexical candidates in speech (word) recognition, improve speech synthesis by selecting the proper excitation, and improve the performance of phoneme boundary detection in speech analysis. Consider the large vocabManuscript received March 8, 1988; revised February 13, 1989 . This work was supported in part by NSF Grant ECE-8413583, NIH Grants NINCDS R01 NS17078 and NS 27022, the ulary isolated word recognition problem. By using only four-way (V/U/M/S) classification and stress analysis, one can define an equivalence class of words having the same representation or "coding" [9] , [IO] , [14] . For example, the words speed, steep, scout, and stop all belong to the same equivalence class of U/S/ stressed-U/V/U. In an isolated word recognition system, the search to identify a test word among all possible candidates can be reduced by using such a simple coding technique. Following such a reduction of the lexical candidates, one may perform other, more detailed analyses to match the test word with one of the remaining words.
Some of the problems with classifying speech as V/U using acoustic-signal-based algorithms are caused by the use of a large analysis frame, a low level of voicing, or even the strength of the first formant. Classification of U/S segments is even more difficult for such algorithms. Typically, researchers have adopted sophisticated approaches to overcome these problems, using additional features, a statistical approach, or an optimized set of parameters 121, ~3 1 , [71, [121, t131. A SPEECH-EGG-BASED ALGORITHM FOR V/U/M/S CLASSIFICATION A. Algorithm Overview
The properties and some applications of the EGG to speech analysis appear in [l] , [SI, [15] [16] [17] [18] . The EGG offers advantages not readily available from a microphone, even a throat contact microphone. The EGG is not susceptible to environment noise, providing instead a direct measure of vocal fold contact [19] , while the throat contact microphone provides au acoustic signal similar in form to that provided by other microphones. The EGG amplitude varies both within and across speakers. Baseline variations in the EGG may be removed by differentiating the EGG. For voiced segments, the EGG usually has only two zero crossings per fundamental (pitch) period of voicing. One exception is vocal fry. For unvoiced segments, the electroglottograph output is a very low-level high-frequency noise-like signal generated by the internal electronics of the device that is easily distinguished from the excitation for voiced speech. Thus, V/U-S classification is achieved using a combination of EGG amplitude and level-crossing rate [l] , [8] . Mixed excitation detection is accomplished by noting that the EGG signal appears similar to that for voiced sounds, but the speech signal is small in amplitude and has a high levelcrossing rate (see Fig. 2 and other examples in [ 11). Silent intervals are detected by observing that the EGG waveform appears as it does for unvoiced speech and that the speech signal is below a predetermined energy threshold. The two-channel, four-way speech classification algorithm appears in Fig The threshold values were determined with data from two speakers (one male and one female), each speaking the first three sentences only. An example comparing the algorithm classification to manual classification is shown in Fig. 2 . Note that the classification task is aided by the EGG and the DEGG.
The detailed classification results appear in Table I . The designation for the test data sets is as follows.
mile lane. (Voiced and nasals.)
Complete: Refers to all the data from all six speakers. Threshold: The subset of Complete used to establish the threshold values, one male and one female speaker, for the first three sentences only.
Nonthreshold: The subset of Complete not included in the Threshold set.
Male: The male speaker subset of Complete. Female: The female speaker subset of Complete. The overall correct recognition rate is 98.2 percent when compared to manual classification of the data. The recognition rate is an improvement over the overall 95 percent rate reported in [3], [7] and 88 percent reported in [2], [13] . Nearly 83 percent correct classification of the mixed excitation frames was achieved in [7] , which we have increased to 89 percent. Table I1 provides a breakdown of the types of errors. The most troublesome classifications for the algorithm were unvoiced and mixed excitation frames. A large number of errors (38.7 percent) occurred at the beginning and ending of the sentences. If these errors are ignored, then the overall performance of the algorithm becomes 99.23 percent. If we further ignore the errors that occurred at the boundaries between words, then the overall performance increases to 99.5 percent. The major cause of errors at word bound- aries (approximately 60 percent), including the beginning and ending of the sentences, was due to U to V and S to V misclassifications. These errors were caused by a failure to properly recognize voice-onset and voice-offset intervals. An algorithm for recognizing voice onset and offset using the EGG is described in [ 1 11 and is an extension of the one in [3], [4] . Note that there is a slight tendency for the algorithm to perform better using male speech than female speech.
MALE
CONCLUSIONS . We advocate the laboratory use of this algorithm to benchmark speech system performance. The benchmarking can be done automatically and the results compared to acoustic-signal-only-based algorithms. A useful improvement to the algorithm would be a diagnostic capability. For example, perhaps the algorithm could identify and label the frames that were particularly difficult to classify. Such information could conceivably be used to improve system designs. We believe a spectral distance metric can be used to improve the V/U ( U N ) and V/S (S/V) classifications.
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A Tight Upper Bound of the Average Absolute Error in a Constant
Step-Size Sign Algorithm EWEDA EWEDA Abstract-A direct performance index of the adaptive filtering sign algorithm (SA) is the average absolute error (AAE) at the output of the filter. Adopting this performance index, the correspondence achieves an easy analysis of SA under a weak assumption. It is proved, for both deterministic and random inputs of the filter, that the AAE has a tight upper bound that exceeds the minimum AAE by half the product of the step size and power of the filter input. The assumption used is existence of average squared and average absolute values of input signals of the filter. A practical interest of the correspondence is that it provides a formula for the biggest step size as a function of tolerable adaptation noise-to-desired-signal ratio.
I. INTRODUCTION
The correspondence is concerned with analysis of the adaptive filtering sign algorithm (SA)
In ( I ) and (2), Hk is an N-dimensional vector composed of the weights of the adaptive filter at time k , ak is the desired response Manuscript received May 3, 1988; revised January 24, 1989 . The author is with the Military Technical College, Kobry El-Koppa, IEEE Log Number 8930547.
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of the filter, X, is an N-dimensional vectorial observation on the basis of which ak is estimated, ek is the estimation error, p is a positive number usually called the step size of the algorithm, and H : is the transpose of H k . Technical simplicity of this algorithm makes it appealing in adaptive filtering applications. The SA may be considered [ l ] , [2] as a stochastic gradient algorithm that searches recursively the vector H that minimizes the mean absolute error E( 1 ak -H r X k I ) where E denotes the mathematical expectation. In applications, the algorithm ( I ) works with one realization of the random process ( a k , xk) and it actually searches the Vector H that minimizes the average absolute error (AAE) defined by ( 3 ) I k E ( H ) lim -c (aJ -H T X , ( . k -m k , = l Therefore, a direct performance index of this algorithm for a given value of p is the actual AAE, E,,, at the output of the adaptive filter defined by (4)
As will be seen in the correspondence, adopting this performance index enables easy analysis of the SA under a weak assumption. This is not the case with analyses adopting the mean-squared performance index [3] , [4] where restrictive assumptions are used such as mutual independence of successive vectors X k .
In this correspondence, we derive an upper bound of e,,. It is proved in Section I1 that where is the minimum average absolute error and is the average power of the filter input. The norm 11 X (1 of a vector X is defined as F X . The only assumption used to prove (5) is the existence of the limits in (3) and (7) which is a weak assumption. The inequality (5) holds for all values of p . It is also valid for both deterministic and random inputs of the filter. In the random case, existence of the limits (3) and (7) is a weak ergodicity assumption that admits strong correlation in input signals of the filter (Section 11). In Section 111, it is shown that the bound (5) is tight for all values of p . Simulation results, given in Section IV, agree with theoretical results of Sections I1 and 111. A useful conclusion that can be obtained from (5) is that the excess average absolute error E,, -E,,,, which is a measure of the adaptation noise, is proportional to p . A practical interest of the correspondence is that it gives a formula, (21) below, for the biggest step size sufficient to keep the adaptation noise-to-desired-signal ratio below a tolerable level.
DERIVATION OF THE BOUND
It is easy to show that the function e ( H ) is convex-up in H [I], i.e., Consequently, E ( H ) has at least one minimum. Due to convexity, all minima yield the same value, e m i n , of E ( H ) . 
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